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The global UPRISING begins: Fiat currencies melt
down while food and fuel inflation unleashes
SUDDEN POVERTY for billions (who will soon face
worldwide FAMINE)

It's happening more quickly than I had predicted.
Although I've been openly predicting a global
uprising due to skyrocketing food and fuel inflation --
which is really just a representation of the collapsing
value of fiat currencies -- I was surprised to see how
rapidly the revolt is exploding. Taxi and trucker
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blockades have begun in France as transportation
workers are protesting rising fuel prices. Protests
have also spread to Spain and Albania, as Strange
Sounds reports: Thousands of farmers and hunters
marched through Madrid on Sunday in a mass
demonstration dubbed “20M Rural,” protesting
against the government’s inability to curb rising
prices amid the Russia-Ukraine conflict. The
agricultural workers, waiving Spanish flags and
whistling, marched through the streets accompanied
by tractors blowing their horns. The demonstrators
were protesting against rising prices on fuel, energy
and food, and called on the government to help the
sector, to stop speculation, and adopt new laws to
regulate supply chains. In Canada, 3,000 Pacific
Canada rail workers have gone on strike, causing
fertilizer shipments to grind to a halt, reports Zero
Hedge: The North American agricultural sector could
be in for a major shock if Canadian Pacific Railway
Ltd's (CP Rail) work stoppage is not resolved in a
timely manner because it could spark a shortage of
fertilizer and other shipments critical for the spring
growing season... CP Rail is the leading carrier of
potash, a potassium-rich salt mined from
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underground deposits formed from evaporated sea
beds millions of years ago, used to support crop
development. In prior investor documents, the rail
company said it hauls 70% of the potash produced
in North America, all from mines in Canada. The
railroad also carries fertilizers, including phosphate,
urea, ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, and
anhydrous ammonia. Note that this fertilizer
transportation collapse will also impact American
farmers: A disruption of fertilizer shipments could
significantly impact US farmers on the cusp of
planting season. The work stoppage may
exacerbate existing supply chain bottlenecks in
North America stemming from COVID. The
agricultural sector can't afford any more disruptions
as Western economic sanctions on Russia and
Belarus, two major fertilizer producers, have
unleashed higher prices globally and shortage fears.
That's going to strongly contribute to food scarcity in
the second half of 2022, all throughout North
America. Communist China, seeing the global food
collapse accelerating, has ordered peasants to
clear-cut forests and start planting grains. As
reported by The Epoch Times: A video circulated on
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China’s social media showed that local authorities in
Weifang, Shandong Province, ordered peasants to
“remove trees” to make the land available for grain
production. This comes as many in China fear food
shortages will soon become a serious problem. In
the video, a peasant, who recorded it as a selfie,
said, “We just received a notice that we are required
to cut down these trees and grow grains instead,
even if financially it ends up being a loss.
Commodity prices are so high nowadays—fertilizers,
pesticides, and prices are ridiculously high.” This is
happening because China sees the global food
collapse accelerating. Even though China has
already bought up and stored 18 months of wheat
supplies to feed the Chinese people, they are still
ordering people to plant grains in anticipation of
global famine.

The FAMINE cycle: Print money, pay
people to not work, and watch
everybody starve to death

Remember when we were told that central banks
could keep printing money and "kick the can down
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the road?" We have reached the end of that road.
What's happening now is that 50+ years of endless
money printing and debt creation are reaching a
supercritical moment of spontaneous collapse. All
fiat currencies are losing value by the day,
everywhere around the world, following central
banks running multi-trillion dollar money printing
sprees during the covid plandemic. With all the
bailout money flooding the world, the sharp
devaluation of fiat currencies is causing the prices of
goods and services to be expressed in larger and
larger numbers. Everything is getting more
expensive, and despite the best efforts of criminal
cartel governments to lie to their own people,
nobody can hide the fact that food and fuel are
becoming insanely expensive. On top of the mad
money printing, we now have a devastating supply
chain collapse of food commodities, natural gas and
fertilizer due to the US and NATO pushing Russia
into a new world war. The West fired the first
weapon of mass destruction by disconnecting
Russia's banks from the SWIFT financial system
while looting all of Russia's currency reserves
held by the central banks of other nations. In other
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words, America is doing to Russia what the USA
also did to Japan in World War II: Economic
blockade, followed by an "allowed" attack (Pearl
Harbor, which was allowed to take place), then
followed by an aggressive media push for an
emotional recruitment of the masses to push
America into a world war. Biden is following in the
footsteps of Roosevelt, in other words, except that
Biden wasn't legitimately elected into office in the
first place. To "solve" the problem with inflation, the
governments of the world are going to print
more money and hand it out to more people in a
desperate effort to "buy" peace by paying off
would-be rioters. This effort will only succeed for a
short while because the money printing and
handouts will only serve to accelerate inflation, of
course, leading to even higher prices and more
anger among the people. Mathematically speaking,
the money printing can never keep up with the
inflation caused by money printing for the simple
reason that you can't create enough new debt to pay
off the old debt when the existing debt is
compounding by the day. By the time the new
bailout money reaches families at a level of around
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$250 / month, those families will be paying $1,000 /
month more in food and fuel. When governments try
to increase the bailouts to something like $1,000 /
month, they will be chasing the increased burden of
families having to spend $4,000 / month extra in
food and fuel costs, etc. (The actual numbers will be
much smaller on developing countries, but the
principle is the same.) You can't bail yourself out of
an inflationary crisis by printing more money. You
and I know that, but idiotic, delusional left-wing
economists and bureaucrats don't understand
reality, and they believe they can live in a Magical
Money Theory (MMT) bubble where they pretend
debt doesn't matter. Their worlds are in the process
of being shattered right now. The next 2-3 years will
see worldwide food riots followed by food
rationing, price controls and authoritarian
governments seizing control over food, farms and
grocery retailers. They will use this engineered crisis
to expand their authoritarian control over everyone,
even as the very root of this problem begins with
governments being too large and powerful in the first
place. Now you understand why I've been
aggressively urging everybody to learn how to grow
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food. If you don't grow food or have a huge amount
of physical gold and silver to barter for food, you
may very well starve to death.

Get my free audiobook "Resilient
Prepping" when it's released soon

We've now launched the pre-registration site
ResilientPrepping.com where you can register to be
alerted about the free download of my new,
upcoming audio book. The book teaches high-tech,
low-tech and NO-tech prepping strategies for
surviving the total collapse of human civilization.
This book teaches you how to survive the end of the
world, starting with the assumption that our world
loses all electricity, fossil fuels and synthetic
fertilizer. Very few preppers talk about the "no-tech"
layer that needs to be addressed, where you have
zero access to new supplies and must live entirely
on what you can accomplish locally.
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 The free
download includes all MP3 files and a printable PDF
transcript. All files are free to download, with no
digital rights restrictions of any kind. You can enter
your email address on the site to register right now:
ResilientPrepping.com

We just had 8,000 pounds of organic
pinto beans stolen in transit!

Underscoring the total collapse of the supply chain,
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we just experienced a theft of 8,000 pounds of
organic pinto beans that "disappeared" during transit
through a logistics distribution hub in Dallas. These
were pinto beans scheduled to go into our Ranger
Buckets at the Health Ranger Store. Apparently,
someone working at the distribution hub used a
forklift to steal two pallets by loading them into their
own truck (this was an inside job). Now they're
sitting on 8,000 pounds of pinto beans and we are
left with having to replace them with something else.
This is a small sign of things to come. When
warehouse workers start stealing dried beans by
the ton, you know things are getting bad. Soon,
transport trucks will be truck-jacked on the
highways. Grocery stores will be looted by flash
mobs. Individual grocery shoppers will be robbed at
gunpoint as they are exiting retailers. Food thefts will
be off the charts, and you will see a sharp uptick in
shootings (some in self-defense) related to food
thefts. Get ready for the total collapse of human
civilization -- a process that will cause the suffering
and death of billions of people while it unfolds over
the next decade or so. Remember: globalists want
to eliminate 90% of the human population. Vaccines
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and bioweapons could easily kill 25% of the world
population, while mass famine could kill another
50%. War, violence and disease could easily take
out a few billion more, leading us to wonder who
will be left alive when the satanic globalists are
allowed to destroy our world? The honest answer
is that the only people who will survive this are those
who prepare in advance and take urgent action to
prepare for the end of the world. That is, unless
something truly dramatic (divine?) takes place and
the satanic forces are halted before they can carry
out their plans. Today's podcast covers this subject,
plus additional details on the chemical attack false
flag scenario being pursued by NATO and the US in
order to try to drag the West into a world war with
Russia. Brighteon.com/6250d60f-ccb5-4e68-
afdd-1f0f8ffeeceb

Discover more information-packaged podcasts each
day, along with special reports, interviews and
emergency updates, at: https://www.brighteon.com
/channels/HRreport Also follow me on:
Brighteon.social: Brighteon.social/@HealthRanger
Telegram: t.me/RealHealthRanger Truth Social:
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Username = HealthRanger Gettr: GETTR.com/user
/healthranger Parler: Parler.com/user/HealthRanger
Rumble: Rumble.com/c/HealthRangerReport
BitChute: Bitchute.com/channel/9EB8glubb0Ns/
Clouthub: app.clouthub.com/#/users/u/naturalnews
/posts Join the free NaturalNews.com email
newsletter to stay alerted about new, upcoming
audiobooks that you can download for free.
Download my current audiobooks -- including Ghost
World, Survival Nutrition, The Global Reset Survival
Guide and The Contagious Mind -- at:
https://Audiobooks.NaturalNews.com/      
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